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FOREWORD

This monograph is classified as'CONFIDENTIAL and

must be treated accordingly.

The contents represent. per-tinent extracts from a

formal report of project prepared by the undersigned for

Army Ground Forces Boai-d No. 2, Fortt;Knox, Kentucky. In-

asmuch as these extracts wer e taken from a draft copy of

the aforementioned report, they -represent -the personal views-

of the undersigned and do not in any way represent the

official views or opinions of AG? Board No. 2. On the

other hand, it is an understatement to say that the patient

gui1dance and constructive criticism of-experienced members of

Board No. 2 was invaluable in the preparation of this project.

As stated above, thi s monograph presents selections

from a formal report --- oo a report which was concerned not

only with the development of the Military Characteristics for

a vehic'ular machine gun, but also -with the selection of an

interim oaliber .30 weapon for use on combat vehicles. In-

cnludedare the mai-n body of the. report and three of the ten

c~~~o l1?



Bibliography, is included to establish the validity of the

study and to recognize. indebtedness to other researchers.

Appendix F, Details and -Results of Study, and Appendix H,

Military Characteristics, are, of course, the subject of

this paper. Omitted appendices, listed at the conclusion

of the math' body, cover the more technical aspects of the

report, deaUtiig with materiel,. tests, and test analysis

and application. Ref erences to these appendice-s have been

included throughout the monograph-- again to further con-

tinuity and to establish, in addition, certain conclusions.

Specific -footnotes, however, referring to the omitted -ap-

pendice-s have been- omitted.

Prepared by: Jo"vnG. WkatocfL ,
tName)

{Rank)



REPORT OF TEST AND STUDY
OF,

MILITARY- CHARAC TERI STI CS
-FOR

- GUN, MACHINE, COMBAT VEHICLE, CALIBER .30

1. PROSE.-The purpose of this test and study is:

a. To compare current available machine guns

and modifications with the intent of selecting an interim

weapon for combat vehicles by testing and research.

b. To evolve military characteristics for Gun,

Machine, Combat Vehicle, Caliber .30, through research., con-

ferences, and evaluation of above test results.

2. REFERENCES.-

a. Ltr Hq, AGE, 23 August 1946, subject:,"Gun,

Machine, Combat Vehicle,$ Caliber .30" to President, AGE Board

No. 2, through President, AGE Board No-. 3, with two (2) i n-

dorsements, fi-le 472.5 (23 August 1946) GNDE5J-ll.

b. Report of War Department Equipment Board.

c.0 Report of Army Ground Forces Equipment Review
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f.London Military Attache Report No., R4039-46,

subject:. "Sear Modification of the Caliber .30 Machine Gun,

M1919A4" (MIS 314093), 8 October 1946.

3. DESCRIPTION OP MATERIEL.--

a. The proposed interim Gun, Machine, Combat

Vehicle, Caliber -. 30, was selected froma the following standard

and modified machine guns: (For detailed description, see

Appendix B,. Detailed Description of Materiel Tested.)

(1) Browning Machine Gun, Caliber .30,

M1919A4 --- to present standard light machine gun for combat

vehicles.

(2) Browning Machine Gun, Caliber .30,

M1919A4 --- modified 'by the addition of a rear sear which

will hold the bolt open between bursts.

(3) Browning Machine Gun, -Caliber.3,,

Aircraft -- standard.

(4) Browning Machine Gun, Caliber .50, M2,

HE -A- ground standard.

b. The proposed Gun, Machine, Combat Vehicle,

Caliber .30, is to be designed for t-he new, shortened caliber

.30 cartridge, T-65. (For detailed description, see Appendix

H, Military Characteristics.)

4. BACKGROUND.--

a. The formulation of the military characteris-



portion of a general plan contemplating the improvement -of

combat vehicle, armament. P-revious reliance upon a general-

purpose light mach-ine gun suitable for tase by all arms,, par-

ticularly Infantry, has stunted the development of an effi-

cient and practical machine gun for vehicular use.,Mo r e

recently, the increasing trend toward lightweight ground

weapons with high cyclic rates of fire and a consequent de-m

crease in accuracy and endurance has resulted in an even

greater divergence from combat vehicle necessities. This

trend makes it imperative that a machine gun~ suitable for

combat vehicle fire missions, as well as for combat vehicle

stowage and operating requirements, be developed. This need

was recognized b y the War Department Equipment Board, the

Army Ground Forces Equipment Review Board., and the Armored

Equipment Board.

b. At the same time, recognizing that the above

development -was a long-range project, it is necessary-that a

suitable interim caliber .30 weapon or weapons be sele cted in

order ov nfulfill as ~ ma-vny of the desired characteristics for
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to time va-rious machine guns have been considered for 'instal-

lation in combat vehicles. The Browning Machine Gun, Cali-p

ber .30, M2, Aircraft, for instance, was tested -by the In-

fantry Board in conjunction with the 142 Light Tanks, was

found satisfactory for tank use, and was recommended for

standardization. However, priority at that time was being

given to the Air Corps for the M42, Aircraft and, as a result,

the M1919A4 was-accepted as standard in its place. Subse-m

quently, the M2, Aircraft, Machine Gun was modified by the

addition of a- heavy cylindrical barrel designed to decrease

the cyclic rate of fire and to increase accuracy and barrel

life. The British, too, anticipated overheating and exces-

sive wear of the standard M1919A4 when mounted-in restricted

space allowed 'in new tanks with remote control machine guns.

In an- effort to provide greater cooling, thus reducing barrel

wear, and to eliminate cook- offs, the British have proposeda

modification which will hold-the bolt open between bursts.

The modification is simple, cheap to manufacture, and easy

to install in existing guns. This gun has operated satisfac-

torily from the added rear sear and the special components

show no evidence of wear during the limited ,firing conducted

by the British.

c. In order to determine the desirability of

modifying combat vehicle machine guns, three M1919A4 Machine



Guns, modified as proposed by the British, and three M2,

Aircraft,, Machine Guns, modified by the addition of a heavy

barrel were request-ed for testing and--fcr comparison with

the standard M1919A4 and M2, Aircraft, guns. To date, the

modified M2, Aircraft, Machine Guns have not been received

and, as a result, are not 'Included in tests conducted in

conjunction with this project.

5. SUMMARIES."-

a. Tests.--m

(1) A series of machine gun firing tests

were conducted in order to insure complete and factual know-n

ledge of vehicular machine guns. (See Appendix D, Details of

Tests.) Two weapons of each type were used in these tests and

new barrels were employed when and where necessary.

(a) Barrel endurance was compared by

firing all weap ons at 140 and 100 rounds per minute through

successive period's of 100 per cent keyholing (permitting re-

turn to ambient temperatures between periods) and by then

comparing the length of periods, number of periods, bore

gage readings, and by examination of the barrels.

(b) Accuracy was compared by firing and

measuring 1000-inch shot groups prior to each endurance period

by measuring shot groups fired during the periods, and by

firing and measuring shot groups fired at ranges between 300



()Barrel heating and cooling 'rates

were compared by taking recprdings during the endurance tests

and by readings taken during separate tests fired under iden-

tical conditions for each gun.

(d) Abili*1ty to- withstand shock and un--

favorable operating conditions and, as well, the ease of

handling and operation were compared by observing all tests

and by questioning personnel participating in the tests.

(e) Malfunctions, stoppages, cook-otis,

excessive wear, headspace,,and timing adjustments were recorde

and compared.

(f7) Ability to engage typical combat

targets was conmpared by using a series of gunners on each

test weapon firing at known ranges --- OM percentage of hits,

number of bursts, and elapsed time were recorded and compared

and personnel participating were questioned.

(2) A comprehensive compilatibn of data was

p os s Ible during the course of these tests. Reports outlined

i n the individual tests were carefully analyzed and enumerate

and with the accumulated data it was possible-to compare the

machine guns tested and to arrive at definite concluslins con

cerning the modification of machine guns and the selection of

an interim combat vehicle machine gun. (See Appendix 3,sBelec

tion of the Interim Machine Gun.) Moreover, with this



inf ormation as a bas is, it was pos sible to correlate the

characteristics of the proposed machine gun with reality..

(See Appendix G,9 Analysis of Test.Results.,)

b. Stu die s.--o

(1) Studies were conduct-ed of- the tacti cal'

and the mounting factors af fecting 'the employment of combat

vehicle machine guns, of the deficiencies in present machine

guns a s revealed by combat experience and by firing tests,

of the various developments in machine guns, and of the

characteristics as proposed by the differemtc.;Boards and other

interested agencies and personnel. (For additional details,

see Appendix F, Details and Results of Studies.)

(2) Upon completion of the -study, copies

of the proposed Military Characteristics -for 'the iun, Machine

Combat Vehicle, Caliber .30, (a machine gun capable of instal

lation and operation in any probable mount and featuring in-

creased mechanical reliability and. accuracy-- see Appendix

H, Military Characteri stics) were submitted to interested

agencies for comment.. Comments were evaluated and where ap-

plicable or determined to be desirable were incorporated in

the -final characteristics. (See Appendix J, Comments.of in-*

terest'ed Agencies.j

6. CONCLUSIONS.--

a. Concerning the selection of an interim coma-



(1) The standard Caliber .S0, M2, Aircraft,

Aachine Gun is not suitable for combat vehicle use because:

(a) Dispersion is approxinfately twice

the order of that-of the present standard machine gun.

(b) Barrel life is approximately ones"

half that of th'e present standard -weapon.

(c) The high cyclic rate -of fire result

in an unwarranted and undesired expenditure of ammunition.

(2) The standard Caliber .30, M2, Aircraft,

Machine Gun has certain 'characteristics which are desirable i

combat vehicle machine guns -and which are not present 'in C he

MA1919A4 now standardized. These desirable features are:

(a) Right or left-hand feeding (by re-

positioning conponents) which permits right or left-hand

mounting.

(b) A. receiver cover and cover latch

which facilitates-loading and unloading and which is less

susceptible to malfunctioning than that on the M1919A4.

(c) A back plate arrangement and a-back

plate latch which permits the removal of that group in fewer

and more -simple steps than required with the MA1919A4.

(d) Location of the trigger in a more

pr otected position than on the M1919A4.



(e) A trigger safety device which permits

positive locking of that uni't.

(f) Utilization of link belts which more

nearly insures proper and continued positioning -of cartridges..

3)The open-bolt type of-.operatonisa.e

sirable but not an essential characteristic of combat vehicle

mhine guns, despite the fact that it does not retard heatin

or improve cooling, because this type of operation:

(a) Prevents cook-offs.

(b) Facilitates firing single shots and

short, fixed bursts.

(c) Does not appear to reduce barrel

life, impair functional reliability, or to decrease accuracy.

(4) The sear modification proposed by the

British and tested in conjunction with this project is not

suitable for c ombat vehicle machine guns because the added

rear sear, if partially depressed without releasing the breech-

block,, does not return to full engagement, remaining in a

"thair trget position. (See Test No. 8, Appendix D, Details

of Tests.)

b. Concerning the proposed caliber .30, combat

vehicle machine gun, it was concluded that;

(1) The Military Characteristics for the Gun,

Machine, Combat Vehicle, Caliber .30, outlined in Appendix H,



incorporates the most desirable feasible requirements for thi

weapon as determined by past combat experience, present devel

opment trends,, and projected ground warfare doctrine.

(2) The generalMilitary Characteristics

outlined in Appendix H are in agreement with the requirements

for a machine gun for armored use established-by the vvar De-

partment Equipment Board (Section 'VIII of report referenc Ied

in paragraph 2b, above) except for the high cyclic rate pre-

scribed in that-'report.

7. RECOMMENDATI ONS.--

a.s Relative to the selection of an interim com-

bat vehicle machine gun, it is recommended that:

(1) The standard M2, Aircraft, Machine Gun

be eliminated from further consideration.

(2) The modified M1919A4 with the sear modi

fication be eliminated from further consideration.

(3) Consideration be given to the suita-

billity as an interim weapon of the M2, Aircraft, Machine Gun

modified by the addition of a heavy cylindrical barrel de-

signed to increase barrel life and accuracy and to decrease

the cyclic rate. (See paragraph 4, above.)

(4) Consideration be given to the suitabilit

as an interim weapon of the M1919A4 Machine Gun modified toin

clude alternate feeding, utilization of link belts, and such

N



(5). The present standard machine gun,

M19-19A4,' be retained as a combat vehicle machine gun pend-

ing testing of the recommended modified weapons described in

paragraphs 7a(3) and (4), above.

(6) No machine gun with a lesser degree of

functional reliability, accuracy-, and barrel life than that

of the standard M1919A4 be accepted.

b. Relative to the proposed combat vehicle

machine gun, it is recommended that:

(1) The Military Characteristics outlined

in Appendix H and the Details and Results of Study set forth

in Appendix F be used as a basis for preliminary engineering

studies.

(2) The Military Characteristics and De-W

tails and Results of Study not be construed so as to limit

or restrict development agencies in any way, but be con-

sidere-d as a statement of needs inherent in combat vehicle

machine guns.

(3) The Military Characteristics be Coni-

sidered as an enumeration of end results desired.

(4) The Details and Results of Study be

onsde s a guide 'in ar iee sriving at compromises and in

selecting means to the desired ends.
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DETAILS AND RESULTS OF STUDY
FOR

PROPOSED-GUN, MACHINE, COMBAT VEHICLE, CALIBER .30

1. PURPOSE.,--To obtain through research, disceussion,

and analysis sufficient data for the formulation of the Mili-0

tary Characteristics for Gun, Machine, Combat Vehicle, Calibe

.30.

2. MNE THO0D.-"-A thorough digest of available publica-

tions and documents, in the main,, brought out the desirable

qualities for a combat vehicle machine gun. (See paragraph

2, main body of the report,- and Appendix B, Bibliography,

for sources consulted.) Conferences and discussions with

various combat-experienced personnel were held to insure

that the experiences of the recent -war, as well as the cur-

rent trends in combat vehicle development and employment,

were considered. in addition, results of past and current

firing tests -were evaluated and analyzed in order to corre-

late the proposed characteristics with reality. (See Appen-

dix D, Details of Tests and Appendix G. Analysis of Test

Results.)

3. RESULTS.--

a. Determination of Factors&--

(1) As an 'Initial step in this study, it



(a) Missions peculiar to combat vehicle

machine guns are:

IPrimary: Attack enemy personnel.

2. Seoondary:

a. Reconnaissance by tire.

b. Attack enemy transport.

o. Attack unarmored installa-

tions.

d. Emergency anti-aircraft use.

(b) Combat vehicle machine guns have

certain inherent advantages:

1.. A rigid mount.

2. Excellent sighting equipment.

3. Relative'security in the form of

armor protection for the gunner,

thereby permitting him to take

advantage of the foregoing in

laying and adjusting.

4. Weight of the gun not a hindrance

to^ Mobility.11 +-X

APPENDIX -F
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*()Combat vehicle machine. guns have

certain inherent di sadvant Ages:

1. Re-stricted access to weapon for

repleni-sh-ing .. ammunition, clear-0

anse of- stoppages, -dis-assembly

and assembly.

2. Confinement of vehicular mount-

ing, hindering installation and

removal of the gun.

3.Inability of the gunner to be

present to service the weapon

due to prevalence of remotely

mounted and/or fired. guns.

4. Divided control' of coaxial

weapon between gunner and

loader.

5. Inclosure with resultant hig h

temperatures and limited cooling

6. Relatively restricted ammunition

APPENDIX- F PAGE 6
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(2) Further, it was determined that the

present standard machine gun,. caliber .30, M1919A4, has cer.-

tamn major deficiencies as follows:

(a) Inaccuracy vv---41 figures obtained

from the urdnance rroof Manual indicate ta'T, xLte extreme

group dispersion to be expected frmmciegns,' caliber.

.,30, firing from vehicular mounts is:

Mils Dispersion

Vertical H ori zonta

Coaxial Cal. .30 3.0 56.0

(b) Short barrel life.

(c) Lack of a quick barrel change feature

(d) Difficulty in obtaining and retainin

proper headepace adjustment.

(e) Stoppages resulting from:

1s Failures to feed.,

2. Bent trigger bar.

(f) Difficulty in clearing stoppages.

(g) Inability' to reppeition the feed to

cie6s . (See Appendix D, Details of Tests, and Appendix G,

Analysis of Test Results.)

APPENDIX- F PAGE7
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(3)'.As a result of the above determinations,

it was decided that a machine gun characterized by great mech

anical reliability, long life, and an ability to deliver accur

ate sustained fi re at reasonable rates- for--extended periods o

time was required for combat vehicle use. Prim~iry use will

probably be as a remot'ely mounted or controlleod weapon effec-

tive against personnel at ranges less than 1000 yards.

Further evaluation of all pertinent data

revealed that the general attributes desired, in order of

priority, are:,

(a) Dependability:

l. Minimum malfunctions and break-.

age because of lightweight con-

struction or complex design.

2. Minimum stoppages because-of

failure to feed.

(b) Capable of obtaining hits on person-

nel at 500 yards and upon small transport and installations

at 1000 yards.

(c) Ease of loading, operating and ser-

vicing.

(d) A cyclic rate, in so long as it doe

not fall below or above reasonable l-imits, conducive to the

realization of the first three qualities.



In aditonit is essenti al that the

combat vehicle machine gun use the same type of ammunition as

is issued the Infantry, and it is a desirable, but not a limit

ing,factor to have interchangeability of parts with the new,

general purpose machine gun.

Any contemplated machine gun designed

to fulfill the above general qualities necessarily has to be

a compromise --- dvf it is readily apparent that one gun could not

completely satisfy all requirements. Consequently, in the

following discussion, which bears directly upon the selection

of the specific military characteri*1stics for the gun, machine

combat vehicle,. it is necessary that the foregoing results of

study be kept in mind; that the priority of general qualities

outlined in paragraph 0, above, be utilized as a yardstick in,

adjudging the m-ilitary characteri*1stics which follow.'

b. Determination of ieuirements--

(1) aeneral#

(a) Construction: It is firmly, believe

that maximum dependability must govern construction in order

to insure mechanical reliability, proper functioning, and to

facilitate rapid component replacement -without complicated

adjustments. hence, simplicity, ruggedness, and the incor-

poration of a minimum number of parts without increasing com-

plexity must keynote both design and manufacture. Toobt



the designer and the manufacturer must adhere to closer tol-n

erances, must utilize new alloys of lighter weight only wihen

equal or greater strength is also present, and must'avoid

methods that invite subsebuent breakage and maladjustment.

A combat vehicle machine gun, particularly when -the preval-

ence of remotely mounted and/or fired guns is considered, is

obliged to be dependable above all other considerations.

(b) Weight: Necessarily, the first

major problem to be resolved concerned the weight and dimen-

sions of the gun. Although the need for a light, compact

machine gun is recognized and respected, it was decided that

a weight above that acceptable for ground use could be readil

tolerated 'in a combat vehicle machine gun. Ground use of

vehicular guns is limited and, in addition, is normally con-

fined to relatively short carrys from the vehicle. Conse-

quently, ease of mounting and dis-mounting alone dictated

this particular characteristic insofar as the top wbight limi

was concerned. As a result, 40 pounds was selected as the

maxwimu I 1 "m desi-rable l awePigoht- but a greater weight is acceptable

respectively on the aforementioned priority list of desired

qualiti~es.

APPENDIX -F 
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(a) Dimensions: The question of over-

all dimensions was not as easily or as definitely solved.

Bulkiness, in contrast to weight, is a distinct handicap in

a combat vehicle gun. Necessari ly, the length of the weapon

must be such that it' can be mounted 'in- the fi1ghting comp art-

ment or ballistic blister and must be such that It. does not

overcrowd the already limited space in the compartment of the

smallest combat vehicle. That-much is axiomatic but still

permits fairly elastic limits. Unfortunately, other factors

influence the size of a machine gun-- design exactmnents of

dependability-, accuracy, cyclic rate, muzzle velocity and,

as well, accessibility to the feed mechanism, cooling, and even

the method of mounting. As a result, it was debwided to limit

the maximum cross sect-ion of the barrel jacket to two inches

in order to oermit minimum mounting aperture; to require the

over-all length-of the gun (in so long as it can be readily

mounted and dismounted) to tLie. consistent with other design

requirements, primarily those affecting dependability,

accuracy, and accessibility; and to fix influencing factors

whreposilewihot AriicP o pimry-% objiPetive s) in

APPENDIX- F PAGE 1
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(d) Coo01lingz In order to allow the ful-

lest utilization of the permissible weight and to encourage

compactness, the combat vehicle machine gun must be air-cooled

Various features designed-to offset or compensate for-the

lack of a more efficient cooling medium have. been included or

incorporated in other characteristics and -will be discussed

subsequently. v~evertheless, full regard should be given toth

employment of fins or other devices which will facilitate

cooling or dissipation of heat. An aluminum fin radiator

attachment, for example, with a round casing protruding beyond

the-muzzle will enable the bullet, as it passes from the

nuzzle, to pull a cooling draft of air over the fins. This

attachment, if feasible, should be for-ward of that portion

of the barrel jacket which guides the recoiling barrel and

should be attached permanently to the jacket proper. This

action must not interfere with the gas trap located at the

muzzle and housed in either a prolonged barrel jacket or in

the extension formed by the radiator, if that feature is

necessary to achieve proper functioning.

(e) Rate of fire.- The second major

problem, the question of the rate of fire, was equally vex-

ing. initial studies, including those embracing the reports

of tchev2OU boards, revealed that fairly high rates of

fire-- from 800 to 1200 rounds per minute Mf--ww were desired.



Recent discussions with combat- experienced personnel revealed

that the preponderance of opinion kexciusive of that of the

boards cited previously which wiere necessarily not consulted)

was shifting to more moderate rates --- MA in the vicinity of 60

rounds per minute.. in no case dtid anyone wish to sacrifice

dependability and accuracy 'in order to obtain a high rate of

fire.

As a result, fairly elastic limits

are advocated and for the proposed combat vehicle machine gun

a minimum rate of 450 rounds per minute and a maximum of 700

rounds per minute were set in order to achieve good distribu-

tion, observation of strike, and to conserve ammunition. The

tactical and psychological advantages of a high cyclic rate

are highly debatable. Certainly, combat vehicle machine guns

do not require a high rate of f ire in order to project a unit

of projectiles upon the target. Although normal targets are

relatively fleeting in nature, they do not approach the order

of those engaged in the air by aircraft which themselves move

at xcetioalspeeds. On the other hand, high cyclic rates
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with a lessened belt-pulling capacity. I~f, on the other

hand, barrel and breechblock weight is retained, increased

recoil and counter-recoil power is needed to maintain the

cyclic rate. This, although it increases belt-pulling

caacty, does introduce accelerated extraction with its

inherent dangers and accentuated pounding with its corollary

buffering problems. Reliability again was the deciding fac-

tor. Positive feeding, minimum pounding, and even increased

barrel life take precedence over the rate of fi~re.

In addition, cyclic rates directly.

and indirectly affect dispersion. When the gun is firing wit

a cyclic rate best suited to it, there is a smoothness of

operation that gives uniform performance and compact shot

groups. This does not necessarily mean that the slower -the

rate the tighter the group, but rather that for any one desig

of a machine gun there is a-point of balance or sensitivity

below or above which dispersion increases. As stated above,

other factors of design must take precedence in order to

acieve tr a depe-ndableA a cu n -w irate weavTpo, n n. The rate of fire is

increase the number of parts or the complexity of desi~gn.
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It was felt that the best way to control -or to- obtain a -selec-

tierate of fire was to train the gunners properly, to regu-M

late the rate, so to speak, by spacing and-firing bursts as

desired. Naturally, single shots, possibl-e by pulling and

releasing the trigger, are desirable. The open-bolt type of

operat-ion, facilitates, firing single-shots and is acceptable

f6r a vehicular'machine gun.-

(C) 'Dispersion: Another outstanding

probewathto accuracy. The-person'al factorofmrs

manship does not enter' into the application-of -full 'automatic

fire as much as it does imother small arms. In the case of

machine guns, adcuracy is contingent 'upon gun design, upon

.mounting, and upon the relative adjustments of the cpmponent.

p art s of the gun.-

As a result of consulting combat-

experienced per-sonnel, the- combat vehicle' machine gun was

visualized as a long Choke shotgun": in other words,- a weapon

that was capable of -placing, a compact shot -group upon a rela-o

tively small1 target at- 500 yards and a somewhat larger group

upon a larger target in the vicinity of 1000 yards. The

normal rate of delivery, bursts of 10 round-s, laying between

bursts', is between 100 and 150 rounds per minute and is 'often

far less due to th e somewhat fleeting natur-e of targets, the

need for shifting and relaying, and the time required to spot



target s and to adju st si ghts. Only occa sional ly i s a s udden

application of intense fire from a single source ne cessary.

Consequently, the majorit'y of the time, a well-placed burst

from an advantageous position is worth more than a volume.

In addition,' the process of bracketing a target is expedited

by precisely delivered..groups. A small cone of fire, or

burst accuracy, is essential.

In order to fulfill the above genera

requirements and in order to take advantage of the rigid moun

and excellent sights afforded, plus -the armor protection whic

will permit full exploitation of moun't and sight, a standard

of l. mils maximum dispersion for a 100 per cent group at 5OO

yards was established. This will permit the projection of

one compact unit of projectiles upon normal combat vehicle

machine gun targets at 500 yards -with the minimum of delay

resulting from erratic adjustments; will assure minimum -waste

of ammunition, and will minimize the danger to closel-y suppore

ground troops from excessive dispersion. it "is not felt tht

thhe sheer volume possible with machine guns is even a partial
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certainly be as efficient as a semi-automatic rifle, 10-

round magazine, which in the hands of a trained rifleman can

deliver 16 shots in 1: minute, all grouped within a 25-inch

circle, centered on the aiming point, at 500 yards.

(g) Safety: As i'n any automatic weapon,

there must be positive and adequate safety arrangements. Con-

sideration should 'be given to a trigger safety device which

can be used, as desired, to hold the trigger in the "no fire"

po sition. In addition, the gum must not be able to fire if

the bolt is not fully locked, if the receiver is not correctly

locked -to the barrel jacket, if the variou .s covers are not

closed, and, last but certainly not least, if the quick re*-

lease barrel is not properly positioned. No recoiling parts

should be located outside of the -gun casing "in order to avoid

interference with functioning in the cramped confines of the

turret or blister. imilarly, fumes mnust not be able to pass,

from, the muzzle or any port in-L the barrel into the fighting

compartment and thus lower the efficiency of the crew.

(h) Protection: Wo~rking pnarts, pnarticu-
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(i) I nterchangeability: Interc ha nge-

ability of parts with the new lightweight, all-purpose machin

gun, caliber .30, is, of cours e, a desi rable, but not a. limitig

factor. This would simplify manufacture as well as supply bu

must not be sought--at the expense of more essential character

i sticaS.

(2) Functioning:

(a) General: The combat vehicle machin

gun must function reliably whether upright or on either side

and at angles of elevati-on between -45. and/ 90 degrees to

poermit installation in special mo unts and use as an emergency

anti-aircraft weapon. In addition, 'it -must function reliably

within the extremes of ambient temperature,-p-rescribed by' the

War Department.

(b) Adjustments: The matter of adjust-

ments is part. and parcel with' dependab ility and ease of opera

tion and, because of its singular importance, is worthy of

separate disdussion. ContGrol of- the combat vehicle machine
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Under these conditions it is readily apparent that dependabilt

is an essential quality, and, although less apparent, it is n

less important that adjustments, particularly during operation

be reduced to a minimum.

Headspace, timing, and adjustment of

the barrel muzzle gland have always been sources of trouble.

in the Browining --- not only affecting mechanical functioning

but also dispersion. Proper adjustment is difficult to obtai

and is sub ject to loss during operation, particularly the

uniformity of packing in the muzzle gland. The proposed

vehicular machine gun should eliminate these adjustments inso

far as possible. Increased permissible weight, higher stand-

ards of manufacture, and 'improved alloys will mitigate this

problem considerably. However, adjustments that cannot be

eliminated must be simple, positive, and once procured should

be capable of retention.

By the same token, the possibilitiEs

of incorrect assembly must be reduced or eliminated. Too,

parts withstanding great strain or susceptible to uneven wear

or bending should be materially strengthened in design and

composition. This i s particularly true in the case of the

trigger group assembly and in the feed mechanism. Moreover,

all locking devices should be positive in action, conducive

to simple operation but not affected by vibration or jarring.



~~~~~1

Every ef fort must be made to eli minate the' human element in

adjustments, the effect of friction,' vibrati*on, and strain,

as well as high op erating-temperatUres.

(c) Method of operation: The question

of recoil. or gas method of operation posed. anoth-er paramount

problem . Short recoil prov id,6s mass, 'pos-itive breech unlocking

power w-~ithout the harshness of the -gas system. Long-recoil

function's-well with a low cyclic rate but requires -a long heavy

frame with resulting loss of oom'pactn6ss- and, a wasteful, utili-M

zation of allowvablew.%eight. Too,. in any -recoil system the

barrel pounds the whole gun and must not only be buffered but

also returned-to battery with a spring. Ott the other~hand,

the-fixed barrel of the gas,-systems is preferable for that

reason and- for the resulting simplicity of mount-ing. TYe t, t his

advantage is more than offset in-the gas expan'sion typ e SYstelm

because of the complicated mechanism needed to allow the p ow er,

gas to expand in the cylinder-- the inlet must be quickly

opened and closed in order to control the 'volume of gas en -

tering; while the gas Imp inging system accentuates the afore-

mentone hashnss o ac onandincease th- prbles o
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provides positive action,- permits more worthwhile utilization

of permissible weight, avoids the danger of gas fouling,

evades the introduction,, of additional gas fumes into the

compartment, facilitates slow extraction, permits minimum bar

rel aperture in the mantlet, and, above all, offers the most

suitable des ,gn for rapid barrel replacement. It was f urther

felt that some of the disadvantages_ of the recoil system can

be obviated by use o the new shortened cartridge and the re-

sulting shortened breechblock stroke. Long recoil affords th

next most suitable type of -operati-on for a vehicular machine

gun.

To review-- a self-operating weapo

depends -upon the basic forces of, each cartridge disch-arged to

supply supplementary power, -which, in turn, must impart momen

tum to the operating parts. Motinentum equals mass times initia

velocity.- The recoil system provides a positive re ans of tras

mitting the f'orce. of discharge, particularly since, the propose

machine 'guncjfeaLtures a relatively moderate cyclic rate and,

coneqentydecreased velocity and increased mass. The
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In order to reduce vibration and to

decrease dispersion, the recoiling parts should move directly.

along the prolongation of the axis of the bore. For the

same reason, the weight of the recoiling parts should be

distributed along the same line. -This will1 enhance the re-m

sults of having a cyclic rate that is in phase with the -re-M

coiling part.s so that the gun and muzzle are not out of posi-

tion in respect to each shot in such a way 1 as to create climb.

In this short recoil system, the

breechblock stroke should be as short as practicable in order

to conserve space and to take advantage of the new, shortened

cartridge, it must, of course, be long enough to impart the

desired action to the belt feed lever, in addition, consiLdera

tion should be given to a means for accelerating the stroke.

of the breechblock and, at the same time, retarding the rear-

ward movement of the barrel. The accelerat'or as it is known

in the browning machine guns provides an efficient, simple

method of transmitting momentum.

Consideration should be given to the

elimination of cook-offs by, if needs be, designing the weapo

so that the breech remains open between bursts upon releas-ng

the trigger, the combat vehicle 'machine gun, therefore, can

incorporate the open-bolt type of operation, if this is the

only effective means of preventing cooking-off. ihe resu-ltan



dispersion of -the initial shot iAs slig-ht, and can -be disregardd

fatrually, it is also desirable that the breech remain open

at the end of a belt to facilitate changing-belts, if this

can be accomplished without increasing the. complexity of

the gun unduly.

(d) Cocking and firingE:t To permit rHt

or left-hand 'Mounting, the combat vehicle machine gun must be

capable of being cocked, by repositioning parts, from either

s id e. In addition,, the gun must readily'lend itself to adap-

tation t-o a remote control attachment or a solenoid since,

manual firing of the weapon when mounted in, a tank or armorEd

car will normally be either impossible or undesirable.

(e) Method of f eeding: The method -of-

feeding must permit the greatest flexibility of mounti-ng and

employment. I n thi s conn eti1on, co nsi-1der ati on should be give

any means or device that will1 provide an uninterrupted fl-ow

of a volume of' cartri dges to a remotely mounted and/or con-

trolled machine gun. Such means or devices must be certain

in action and must be superior to the bel1t method of feeding.

If §uch means or* devices are not feasible,' it is considere~d

absolutely essential that combat vehicle machine-guns be

capable of using the ammunition boxes or liners issued to

other using arms, and, although this study includes the

characteristics of a linbir, suitable for vehicular use, any



standard liner can be utilized in so long as it can be

readily positioned. The ammunition tray subsequently describe

provides this versatility.

On the other hand', it is firmly

believed that this method of positioning cartridge belts

should be supplemented by addititonal means. In the case of

remotely, mounted or fired weapons where servicing is impos-

sible or impracticable, a bulk container with a capacity

for as many linked rounds as tne size of the mounting will

pemt is recommended. Such containers cnb oddwe

the opportunity is present and will permit extensive periods

o f firing without the delays and possibilities of stoppages

encountered in loading under fire.

These bulk containers should be

capable of holding and feeding a large number of rounds in a

link belt. They should be conducive to easy mounting and

dismounting'- should- be capable of being reloaded easily and

quickly with two or more normal link belts without special

loading equipment. The method of coiling the belt -and feed-

ing from the container must preclude any stoppages from that

source if properly maintained. Maximum protection of the am-

munition from dust, moisture, and unfavorable -operating con-

ditions 'is essential. Full consideration should be given to

any device or means that will permit the attainment of the



aforementioned qualities. Similarly, the employment of a

means, such as gravity, spring,"or powner, to assist feeding,

should be considered.

At the same time, emergency, feed mus

be possible by use of the normal ground ammunition boxes

mentioned previously. Sealed, expendable liners are desired

so that combat vehicle machine guns can utilize the same

packaged ammunition as is used by the Infantry. The liners

should be provided -with an attachment to-facilitate mounting;

should afford a high degree of protection; and should have a

hinged lid-- the open end of which has overlapping sides an

which can be locked 'in a partially raised position to permit

feeding -while still furnishing protection. An offset handle

which will permit carrying two or more liners in one hand and

a wire loop on one end which will lessen the difficulties of

removal from storage racks are desirable conveniences.

An alternate method of feeding,

convertible by, repositioning components, in the form of a 100

round drum should also be considered. This will permit use

as an anti-aircraft weapon. Such conversion should not be

considered as a field replacement and must not detract from

other primary characteristics.

(f) Ejection: Normal ejection must be

downward 'in order to permit wide variation in mounting and in



order to simplify collection of empty brass. Necessarily, th

empty case must be thrown clear of the ejection opening and

should be substantially out of that port before the bolt en-

gages a live round. In other words, ejection should take

place ahead of-the point-where the breechbloc-k picks up a -new

round in order to reduce the possibilities of jams from that

source. Moreover, when the gun is on its side, empty cases

must hnave just enough energy to clear the receiver and a live

round when ejected should not be able to roll back and obstruc

the breech.

(g) Extraction: The extraction must be

of the slow type-- the relative speed of the extractor and

breechblock should be slow prior to disengagement of the lock

This will reduce the possibility of ruptured eases, which is

a continual source of difficulty 'in automatic weapons operating

at high temperatures. Barrel recoil, "incidentally, is a dis-

tinct aid to slowL extraction. In addition, consideration

should be given to a. chamber design that will facilitate ex-

tractio- -1 1n -.vwAIhout.1 - interf.PM P nerngaA w-Ith+Ithe senat+4ing(7nof thei caP qrt-hr idge
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(h) Lubrication: Thdg combat vehicle

machine gun should not, require special lubricants in order to

simplify supply*.

(3) 'Accessibility and Stripping:, Initially

it was pointed out that ease of loading, oper ating, and servic

ing was a prime requisite --- one. of the general qualities

most desired. Various items furthering this quality or

characteristic have already been touched upon; however, a

detailed enumdration. of features especially -worthy of in~or-m

poration 'in the gun for that purpose is ne -cessary, because th

installation of a machine'gun in the limited space of a comba

vehicle imposes some very real limitations and re-quires equall

real measures to count er-Thalance. Accessibility as it pertain

to mounting will be covered later.

(a) Stripping: It should be possible

to carry out complete stripping of the gun, when mounted in

the vehicle, without using tools and in a minimum of time.

This must include the removal of such major items as the re-

ceiver, the, breechblock, and the feed mechanism. Removal of

the receive-r from the barrel Jacket, fo ins tanc e, laigol

the Jacket and- attachments in the mount -will facilitate qlean

ing, repair, and replacement, and will permit sectionalizing

the gun for handling. zemoval of the breechblock as a unit

when the gun is cocked, by opening the rear face of the re-



testing of sights. Furthermore, it must be possible to re-

move the feed mechanism as a unit or the receiver cover with

feed mechanism attached as an entity in order to further ease

of maintenance and field replacement, and to remoeve the buffer

grupT complete from the rear f1ace of the receiver when the

latter is opened downward or removed.

(b) Incorrect assembly and adjustments:

The design of the weapon must preclude incorrect adjustments

as well as incorrect assembly so that replacement of parts can

be made -with a minimum of difficulty and practice.

(c) Field replacement: Parts requiring

field replacement should 'be designed with a view to ease of

assembly and disassembly. base of maintenance and unit-re-

placement should-be sought.

(d) Quick barrel change: As the prin-m

cipal solution to the question of adequate barrel life, a

quick barrel change. from the breech requirement is- recommended

The average accuracy life of present .30 caliber barrels is i

the vicinity of 1200 rounds (when fired at the rate of 50 roud

per minute) and while it is entirely within reason to expect

a higher limit, it is seriously questioned that this limit

will ever approach that desired in a combat vehicle machine

gun. It is obvious that it is inefficient to secure a high

deg-ree of initial accuracy and dependability only to lose



those qualities through barrel wear occasioned by sustained

firing. It is equally apparent that the limited ammunition

in a combat vehicle "is more profitably spent through a new

barrel than through a burned out barrel; that, in addition,

serious stoppage might result from continued. use 9of an expanded

barrel. As stated.,previously-, the solution "is a barrel suited

to the gun design and incorporating approved advances in

barrel design itself and in metallurgy;* a barrel that can be

replaced readily and easily from the breech so Uhat twvo or more

bartrels can be rotated, thereby sustaining the initial high

efficiency.

Rotation of barrels will not unduly

increase stowage problems since three barrels will normally

be sufficient-- two for rotation purpo-ses and the third in

reserve for emergen cy substitution. It is also recommended

that all combat vehicle macnine guns be equipped with a

readily detachable thermostat or other device for use on the

gun in the vehicle so that a positive-neans is present to warn

the gunner when a barrel change is mandatory.,,iXaturally,

sustained fire missions still sometimes prohibit a barrel change,

but' such instances will be th-e exception rather than the rule.

Furthermore, sustained missions requiring such 'Intense fire

are normally fired on large concentrations and do not re-w

quire as high ,a degree of efficiency as is habitually expected.



Aquick barrel .change f eature is,, naturally, somewhat less

jessential in remote mounts, but it is still a distinct asset

for it will permit and encourage changes when the opportunity

is. present.

Un'fortunately, a quick barrel change

from the breech char act eri stic-. does introduce. complications~

Three -main -possibilities foxyeffecting this replacement were

apparent. The first, .and the simplest from a construction

standpoint, involves pushing the barrel forward through the

nuzzle. This will, of course, require clearance through the

receiver; i~e*., 'easily removable rear cover, ability to quickl

withdraw the entire breechblock assembly to gain access to th

rear of the barrel @X wdesirable features in any event. This

chain rep~lacement by shoving a new barrel in from the rear of

the receiver and pushing the old barrel out through. the muzzl

requires considerable' time, means. loss of the old barrel, and

necessitates sufficient space in the rear of the receiver to

handle the inserted barrel.

A variation of thi's system involves

withdrawing the barrel through the rea'r of the. rec eiver. Thi

do-es away Iwith' barrel- loss but does not obviate the space

problem which is actual'ly only pertinent in awkward, remote

mounts where quick barrel change is aL convenience, not a neces

sity. However, the time element is again excessive.



The secbnd posiiiycnists of a

barrel'release c'over and latch in the jacket 'that would permt

the barrel to be -withdrawn~ through the side or, preferably$'

thr'ough the top of the jacket., This 'solution conse rves space

saves thebarrel for 'further use, and is the' quickest method

.possible. It, also provide's positikre access t'o the chamber

ar ea., an, important advantaige.

The third solution i1-s somewha t mor e

radical-- rotation of the receier about t og xsad

awiay -fron'the ba'rrel 'jacket, thereby, exposing the rear, end

of the barrel. This me thod provides a positive means of

barrel r epl1ac emant, rady acest h'e chamber' area and, if

the receiver. is capable' of both clockwise or- count er-clock-wis

rotation, i1t does away with space diff iculti es and should bez

-usable in any conceivablemount. A aitino hsmethd

the receiver could break- or turn away from the rear of the,

jacket, Providing much the same advantage as rotatio' uto

course, increasing space requirements. However, any metho~d

inolin ecivr oemntuneesarVIy compl niates "qth e

from the mount.
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A quick barrel change from the breech

feature is considered to be an absolute -essential. lTo abcom-.

pli sh this it i s r ecommended th-at the barrel ja-ck-et include a

~'cover and latch through which -the. old barrel may be -withdrawn

and a new barrel inserted; that -in'the inter'ests of speed a.

device which will raise or partially eject the rear portion

of "the barrel, be operational from either sideodf the gun' kby

repositioning partsj, be included. This method-will permit a

barrel change in the. minimum amount of time, Will provide 'a

quick and positive means of access to the chamber area, and

will not unnecessarily complicate the fastening of the ja cket

to the receiver. This cover and latch should be located in

the top of the barrel jacket to permit access to the,-barrel

from either side of the jacket. Incidentally, by locating

both the barrel change cover and the receiver cover in the

top of the jacket and receiver respectively, problems 'of acces-

sibility are materially reduced. Naturally, barrel ejection

must be possible with a cartridge partially protruding from

the chamber.

Rotation of the receiver about its

long axis and away from the end of the barrel jacket is recom-

mended as an alternate solution. Hiere again barrel removal

must be possible with a cartridge protruding 
from the chamber.



Consideration should be given to a

barrel handle. tsuch a handle, constructed of material which i

a non-conductor of heat, will materially aid in .the handl ing
a

of hot barrels. it should be/permanent -part of the barrel.

If it is possible to combine the functions of the-handle with

the barrel release lever, it will result in increased efficieny

(e) Loading and unloading: In a combat

vehicle machine gun the feed mechanism and feed mouth must be

readily accessible. B'o objection can be seen to installingth

feed components in a hinge,3d cover located in the top of there

ceiver which, when raised, will expose the vital feed area an

ways. Tlhis cover-, however, must be fastened in such a way tha

no play or distortion of the feed mechanism is possible; and

it must Permit the removal of that unit or, if that is not

feasiblo, it must be capable of ready removal itself with the

feed components attached.

(f) Fastenings: All locks or fastening

devices must be positive in action. and must be simple to oper

ate. ~ 4 ThNsaimtc
(g) Vestiiy Ap comba vehcl machinernnya+

sibility must be loeated on top of the weapon or at the butt
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end and open downward, or must be capable, by repositioning

parts, of installation on either side of the weapon. By the

same token, the levers or lo'cks operating these devices must

be loc'ated' in the top of the weapon 'or must be capable of

operation,.by repositioning, from either side. I'n other words

inas'much as vehicular machine guns may be mounted on either

side of the Primary weapon or in blisters which expose one or

the other of the sides, every device designed to abet-accessi

bility must be capable of, re-positioning to allow right or left

hand operation or must be located on top .of. -the gun. T his aln

with the right or left-hand feed and alternate cocking feature

makes interchangeability feasible and permits a wide variety

of positions without major changes in desigsn. Naturally, the

mount and ammunition trays are subject to the sane requiremens

(4) Components:

(a) Barrel: The length and weight of th

barrel must be consistent with other design requirements in

order to provide in order of priority, accuracy, functionalre

Iabilt, ak;I1%4 r0ndf e ndu- iv irce. Th ta+QndAa rd oIf accuir ay o r ef f i-

revealed that none of the current 'modifi ed or standard caliber

.30 machine guns approximate this degree of accuracy. Disper

sion is generally on tI de of 1L~ to 2 times that required
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All other things being equal, greate

accuracy can be realized with a heavy, long barrel. In addi-

tion, a heavy, long barrel resists -susained, intense heat

longer, increases muzzle velocity to some extent and more

nearly perm-its the muzzle to protrude through the mantlet with

out necessitating the mounting of -the receiver so -far forwarda

to materially lessen accessibility. On the other hand, a shot

light barrel is capable of a faster rate of cooling, abets com

pactness, increases the possible cyclic rate, and decreasesth

impact of recoil. Consequently, any barrel design based on

heating and cooling factors, compactness, and the like, will

be, at best an unhefalthy compromise. As stated previ1ously,

accuracy and functional requirements must be given first con-,

sideration and endurance second place.

Although endurance or barrel life has

been relegated to secondary consideration in the conception of

the barrel, it still rates as a problem of major proportions

and cannot be neglected. It was decided to solve this problem

through expedi k n A Ae ntsadcmrmse. Suisrveldadts
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where expansion b'egins --- at that point the damage is done

and, while subsequent cooling is an aid, it is merely a tempor

ary respite for the accuracy life of the barrel has already

been lessened immeasurably. Only a water-cooled barrel could

give the desired life.

Consequently, it is recommended that,

after due consideration has been given to accuracy and func-w

tioning requirements, maximum obtainable barrel life must be

sought through utilization of new alloys, liners, and other

desig-n features. Minimum requirements are the retention of

barrel accuracy life up to 2000 rounds -when fired in approximael

20-round bursts at the rate of 60 rounds -per minute. in order t

permit normal1 firing with a minimum of barrel changes, and whe

f ired at the full cyclic rate for 20 seconds in order to permit

emergency application of uninterrupted fire without barrel des

truction. The comparatively low cyclic rate, the higher per-

missible weight, and the inclusion of cooling devices were al

motivated in part by a desire to inicrease barrel life. In ad

dition, the quick barrel change feature was incorporated in

order to permit rotation of barrels before the above limiting

points are exceeded. Too, as mentioned previously, full con-

sideration should be given to cooling aids such as fins and/o

induced drafts.



Last, but not least, the design of

the chamber and the breech end of. the barrel should be such

as to mitigate the problem of headspace adjustment and to-in-

sure uniform seating of the cartridges. This will lesson the

possibility of ruptured cases, increase accuracy, and improve

functioning. It is particularly essential in view of the quic

bar rel1 change f eature. It- is recognized that headspace is a

necessary evil but it is felt that the -problem of adjustment

can be eliminated or, at least, solved in a more satisfactory

manner than on the Brownings. Naturally, this will require

an increased mass at the breech end of the barrel and much

closer tolerances.

(b) Barrel jacket: The jacket must in-

sure maximum stability and minimum vibration for the recoiling

barrel; -must house a gas booster or trap, if necessary, in ore

to assist recoil by increased gas pressure impinging upon the

end of the muzzle, and should be designed to assist cooling.

If necessary, the rearward portion of the barrel jacket shoul

be-, desig,4 " V- ned to facilitat qu i ck barre 1 11 , ,-1% cha'nI nge ? 0a ind, -Asq well,

barrel change, the rear of the jacket should contain a sleeve
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rather than barrel bearings, to guide the recoiling barrel.

A sleeve will-provide a more uniform surface and will more

readily resist wear. The forward portion of the jacket will,

of course, house the aforementioned gas booster, if that fea-

ture is required, and should, "if feasible with a gas assist,

contain the cooling aid previously discussed or some other

device that will facilitat'e cooling.

(c) Feed mechanism: The feed mechanism

of a combat vehicle machine gun must permit the greatest pos-

sible variation of feed positions to guns in special mounts i

order to meet future tbvelopments featuring remotely mounted wea

Pons. It must permit the gun firing while-lying on eithb'r of

its sides with the belt entering fron either the upper or lowe

side of the f eed mouth. This will permit use of multi-gun

mountings in awkward positions. In line with the established

policy of providing versatility to meet all mounting require-

ments, right or left-hand feed must be possible by, reposition-

ing components. In addition, emergency use as an anti-aircraft

NP1iin +atualtefenehns utb

of belt pull assist, such as gravity, spring, or power.
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It is believed- that it is impossible

to devise a fool-proof f eed mechanism; that any weapon requirn

automatic insertion of more than f our successive rounds is goin

to be subject to failures to feed. However, a machine gun fee

mechanism must be as nearly perf ect as possible. in this co-

nection1 the belt feed of the Browning Machine Gun, Caliber .0

as a result of study and testing, appears to be as satisfactor

as any, although difficulty has been experienced due to im-

proper adjustment of the belt feed lever and slide. The- de-

sign, therefore, must prohibit improper adjustment of the fee

mechanism as well as. maladjustment resulting from sustained

fire, and it must seek to reduce sensitivity "in the feed mech

anism to small variations in the size of the belt and. in the

positioning of the cartridges, in addition, this defect can

be further obviated by decreasing the permissible degree of

tolerance in the design and manufacture of these parts and by

using alloys with a high degree of wearing strength in order

to decrease wear and malformation. As stated previously, no

objectiorcan beseentohouingth,1 e 1v ris me-%n ,Inc cha nm iPthe covePr
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other feature of the gun, the f eed mechanism should be designed

as a unit -- eices designed to, allevi ate f eed di fficulties

should be an integral part of the whole and not just an extra

part added As an afterthought.

It is f elt that there is no single

solution to the problem of feeding. Featur-es previously-des.-

cribed under the heading of extraction and ejection tend to

further a solution. Items subsequently described in the dis-

cussion of the extractor and ejector tend to obviate the pro-

blem still further. In addit-ion, several other features cited

previously indirectly influence feeding. The short recoil, gas

assisted if needs be, incorporating a relatively heavy breech-

block provides a posit-Ive source of feed power and perm its

slow extraction, because the heavy breechblock starts more

slowly, loses momentum more slowly and is less sensitive to

friction. A comparatively low cyclic rate and the open-bolt

type operation .(or other means designed to -prevent cook-offs)

both tend to discourage breeching failure due to ruptured oases.

However, the process of feeding a

machine gun, to use a trite but apt phrase, is no stronger

than its weakest link. belt feed permJits unlimited capacity

as well as adaptability to any type installation. It also

means that the already strained mechanism must pull the heavy

belt. It is essential that nothing interfere with or inter-

J



the fe-ed opening. Hence, the mo-unt, ammtinition tray, and/Or

the ammunition. container should all be designed to facili-m

t ate this movement and to remove as much of the burden from

the feed mechanism as is possible under the circumstances.

It is essential also that these rounds arrive at the feedway

positioned for feeding. The metallic or plastic link belt

provides the most efficient means of accomplishing this with-

out recourse to a magazine, a 'Clip, or a drum.

(d) reechblock: In order to insure

the required degree of dependability, the breechblock must

be heavy enough to supply, 'in conjunction with the velocity

of recoil, the operating momentum required in a positive ac-

tion 'belt-fed -wea-pon, if possible, the breechblock should

be heavier than the barrel so that the breec hbloclc will start

to recoil slowly and provide slow extraction and 'Its related

benefits. .Too, it will lose momentum more-slowly and will

thus insure complete action, although at the expense of in-

creased impact and resultant necessity for a heavier receiver

qmma limiting factor to this feature. 6uch a breechblock

will, of course, be less sensitive to friction.

(e) Driving spring: The driving spring

as used "in the Browning machine guns is a desirable feature

provided it does not hinder the removal of the rear face of the

receiver. It must have sufficient power to drive the



breechblock forward, seat a live round firmly in the chamber,

and lock the bolt. It should be located directly behind the

breechblock in order to act directly along the axis of recoil.

The open-bolt type of operation, if used, necessitates that it

be capable of retaining required tension when compressed for

long periods. It, in addition; aids in cushioning recoil and

acts as insurance against buffer failure. -A-stranded wire

spring is recommended.

(f) Barrel return spring: Like the driv-m

ing spring, it, too, is a desirable feature. T"he barrel re-

turn spring relieves the strain on the former and somewhat

cushions recoil. jt should have sufficient power to return

the barrel to the forward position -without recourse to the

driving spring.

(g) Extractor: In order to further the

solution of the problem of feeding, the extractor should be

located in the front face of the breechblock so as to engage

two sides of the case ri*m. It must then hold the empty case

until the ejector positively operates.

(h)U Ejector; The ejector 1 should1 be of'

CONFI~*JL



It should, again if possible, be. located so as to strike the

s ide of the case near the rear end in order to procure adequate

leverage, to loosen the -case from the extractor.

1) Receiver: The. receiver must be ex-

tremely rugged in order to protect and guide the recoiling

parts and- to withstand their impact and the affect of friction

and 4ontinual camming action. £aturally, it must not be any

larger or, heavier than necessary to the accomplishment of its

primary mission. However, its very sturdiness influences smooh

ness of recoil, cushioning of recoil, and insures complete and

uniform locking of the bolt over long periods of use; conse-

quently, that selfsame sturdiness is of paramount importance.

In addition, the receiver should prop

erly position the feed mechanism and must provide ready access

to that component for cleaning and replacement purposes and

in order to load, unload, and clear stoppages --- of vital

necessity in a belt-fed weapon. It is recommended that the

feed components be housed in a hinged cover in the top of the

forward part of the receiver. Such a location, if the barrel

change device is located in the top of the barrel jacket, wil

mean that sufficient clearance must be left above the mounted

weapon. This will, in turn, simplify accessibility problems.

Consideration should be given to a spring plunger which will

hold the cover open when raised. Removal of the receiver

I--



from the barrel jacket should also receive consideration.

Such a feature will-be an aid to repair and cleaning and will

as well, facilitate handling.

(j) Rear face-of the receiver: The buf

fer group must be housed in the, rear face of the receiver.

This rear face should be in the form of a hinged plate which

can be opened downward or, at least, removed without undue

difficulty. This will perm-it the withdrawal of the breech-

block assembly, an important feature, and will expose the buf

fer group for adjustment and replacement when and "if required

For convenience, the rear. face or plate should be prepared fo

a pad or a pistol grip.

(k) Buffer group: The buffer assembly

must be constructed so as to return the breechblock to the

fward position after the initial round has been fired and

upon completion of recoil -without recourse to the driving sprig

No adjustment of this unit should be necessary, but, if requird

it must be simple and must be retained during sustained firing

Use of the vertical type buffer should be considered in order

to conserve space. In addition, the entire unit should be

readily detachable from the rear face of the receiver for pur

poses of replacement.

(I) Trigger group: As bending of the

trigger bar is a recurrent source of trouble, the design of



the trigger group -in the combat vehicle machine gun must be

simple and extremely 'rugged~o' In addition, this design should

prohibit improper adjustment, and must permit retention ofithe

adjustment during sustained firing. Since-remote firing isan

important characteristic of combat vehicle- weapons, the trig-

ger group should be readily adaptable to a solenoid. Its loca

tion should afford maximum protection from Jarring and also

facilitate the hinged movement of the rear Lace of the receivr

(in) Bolt: The bolt should be of the

rotary or horizontal type, -locked symmetrically about its lon

axis by vertical lugs, in order to di stri bute the weight alon

the axis of-recoil, to reduce the size of the receiver, and

to insure positive and uniform seating of the cartridge. Suc

a bolt also lends itself to more effective -utilization in con

trolling recoil and extraction. It must be an alternate feed

type.

(5) Method of Mounting:

(a) Coaxial. in turret: In order to tak

full advantage of the various features furthering accessibiliy

the gun must be mounted or installed so that the gunner can

load, unload, clear stoppages; can readily see and reach the

feed mechanism and feed mouth; and can readily operate the

barrel change device. This means, in short, that the critica

area in the forward portion of -the receiver and the rear porto



of the barrel jacket should be accessible and should be so posi-

tioned as to provide adequate clearance and work room at that

point. For this reason-, it is believed-that gun design is

inseparable from the design of the mounting, particularly for

the coaxial. weapon.

The mount itself, must so support the

nachine gun as to eliminate vibration and permit' simple, quick,

and accurate adjustment in elevation and 4eflection of the gun

with the vehicular sight in order to bring-the machine gun

into coincidence with the main armament at ranges from 200 to

1500 yards. It must facilitate quick removal-of the receiver

and/or the entire gun; should eliminate as completely as possi-

ble muzzle whip --- 30 that is,, the forward support. must be as

close to the muzzle as practical; and it must permit the muzzle

to protrude through the mantlet or, at least, into the mantlet

aperture for safety and in order to reduce fumes in the com-

partment -and to aid cooling.

In order to provide the utmost flexi-

bility, the mount 'itself should be capable of installation on

eithr th riht o lef-had sie o theprimry eapo an
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action, simple to operate, and capable of operation from

either side of the weapon --- " right or left-hand mounting.

These features combined with the

accessibility characteristics previoausly discussed provide a

very large order, indeed. As a r-esult of this study, this

mount was visualized in the form of a cradlep adjustable in-

length, with two or, possible, three points of support for

the gun. The rear -support, adjustable in length in order to

handle any length Weapon, should fasten to the underside of

the receiver near the rear extremity. It must include a mech

anism or means that -will permit small adjustments in elevation

and deflection so that the gun can be aligned with the vehicu-

lar sights. Such adjustments must be easily and quickly made

should be accurate, and should be capable of retention during

sustained firing. A positive lock is essential. This rear

support must insure absolute rigidity and prohibit vibration.

In addition, it should be designed to faci3litate the release

of the receiver.

The frwar porton o the+ radl
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barrel jacket without any necessity f or unlocking -that f or-

ward support. It 'is, of course, essential that the clamps or

means of fastening the jacket to the support be positive and

simple 'in operation.

This mount should include a detachabl

ammunition tray or rack so positioned as to best facilitate

feeding from any position. it must be capable of attachment

to either side -of the mount and it must be adjustable both in

size and location so as to firmly hold either a caliber .30

or an anti-aircraft machine gun ammunition box or liner, and'

so as to always be opposite the feed mouth.

(b) Remote control: The combat vehice

machine gun must be capable of installation and operation in

ballistic blisters outside of the turret and/or in fender

mounts. Such guns must be coaxial with the primary weapon

and must be so mounted as to be capable of adjustment in

elevation and deflection. The demand for sustained fire,

it appears, is inevi"table wlith the perfection of Complete

stabilization. Two or more caliber *30's in turret blisters,

if they are coaxial with the primary arm, -will permit low or

high rates and continuous accurate fire throughout the run b

using alternate guns.

(c) Anti-aircraft: The combat vehicle

machine gun should be capable of+L installation and use as an



(6) Ammunition: It is necessary that -the

combat vehicle machine gun be designed to use the proposed,

shortened caliber .30 cartridge, T-65, for it is essential tha

the sane ammunitlion 'as is standardized and used by other arms

be employed. This. will si mplify- production and supply. H o-

ever, Lull consideration must be given to the effect of new

ammunition upon machine guns. Cartridge design, pressures

thickness and elasticity of the case directly affect function

ing and extraction, which ate already acute problems. Presen

standards of elasticity must be retained and should, if possi

ble, be improved upon.

The vehicle machine gun requires three

types of ammunition. It must have an armaor-piercing round

which will be effective against unarmored vehicles up to

1000 yards range, an incendiary which willb aal fint

ing fuels, rubber and duffle under favorable weather condi-

tions up to 1000 yards., and, in addition, a dim-igniting

tracer is necessary for observation of strikes from the

limited vision available from a turret 'in unfavorable ter-

rain and weather. This tracer should ignite at approximatel

200 yards and should not burn out much before 1500 yards.

Consideration should be given to the de

velopment of one cartridge embodying all of the above feature

or to combinations embodying two such characteri*1stics. jt i



normally impossible to predicate loading upon tactical require

ments or to change belts to meet changing situations. Hence,

combinations of effect features immeasurably aid a belt-fed

machine gun operator.

(7) Ammunition Belts:. Ammunition belts shol

be of the disin tegrating link type, close pitch, easily attach

able. Consideration should be given to the use of either meta

or plastic. The present web belts vary in uniformity, react

unfavorably to dampness or excessive dryness, and do not clas

the rounds firmly enough to prevent the vibration of the vehi

cle from shaking them loose. Combat has definitely proved the

to be unsatisfactory. Metal or plastic belts eliminate or

mitigate all of these deficiencies, and, in addition, the

disintegrating link feature solves the problem of disposing o

empty belts. In addition, links should be near the center o

gravity of the cartridge to obtain balance and so that the

rounds will lie flat.

4. SUMMARY.--A serious effort has been made to merg

tactical and 'technical considerations in evolving the propose

combat vehicle machine gun. The contemplated weapon must be

mechanically reliable under all conditions, must be capable o

furnishing a small cone of fire or burst accuracy, must be

capable of installation, operation, and maintenance in any

probable mnounting or p Iosition, and must have a capacity for

40



This weapon should be a recoil-operated, belt-fed

air-cooled type, incorporating an alternate feed belt and usin

metal or plastic link belts from 'bulk containers. The gun mus

necessarily be designed for the new, shortened ammunitionsbut

gun, mount, ammunition belts and, to a lesser extent, contain-

ers and other accessories must be designed as a unit 'in order

to realize the full potentialities of, as well as to overcome

the limitations of, vehicular use. Accessibility to recoilin

parts and to the feed mechanism and feed ways is essential.

The gun should be designed to insure functioning

with a minimum of adjustments and to insure ease of maintenanc

by unit replacement -with minimum adjustments. The gun should

not be a hybrid built to achieve irrelevant ends. Dep enda-m

bility, accuracy, and ease of loading, operating and servic-

ing are the desired ends and can be obtained only through a

weapon that is rugged, simple, and operating with an inherent

smoothness resulting from good desig,,n and careful manufacture

These ends must also be the main factors, as a result, which

Z,%IItInluence% des.,- r -In. Less- + .st ringrent wem - o ihtnand3 size P reqouirement
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factor was minimized by inclusion of a quick barrel change

feature, thereby permitting more essential results, such as

accuracy, to retain primary design consideration. The cyclic0

rate, on the contrary, is a result of design-- not a factor.'
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MILITARY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR

COMBAT VEHICLE LIGHT MACHINE GUN, CALIBER ._30

1. GENERAL.,--

a. Construction:..,-

(1) Shall be simple .and rugged in order to

achieve m-aximum dep endab ility.

(2) Shall inco rpor ate a minimum number -of

parts without complicating the design.

(3) Shall utilize new alloys of lighter weih

only when equal or greater strength, is also present.

(4) Shall adhere in design and manufacture

to close tolerances in order to insure. dependability, proper

functioning without complicated adjustments after rapid 'com-m

potient r ep lacement, and t o f acil1itat e s ervicGing.

b. Weightz--

(1)- Shall be consistent with other design

necessities.

(2) Consideration should be given to a weigh
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a.Dim en sion s:-

()Over-all length shall be as short as

possible consistent with accuracy and functioning. requi-r e-

ments in order to facilitate handling and mounting in a con-

fined -space.

(2), Maximum cr'oss section of the barrel

jacket'shall boe consistent with othe-r design needs but shall

not exceed two inches in order to allow %the barrel to be fitted

into a small aperture. The front 'sight should fold into a re-,

cess in the barrel jacket.

(3) 'See paragraph 5, Method of bunting, for

further requirements.

d. Cooling:--I

()Air-cooled.

(2) Consideration should -be. given to the

utilization of fins, induced drafts, o'r other devices which

will1 facilitate cooling or dissipation of heat.

e. Rate of fire:.--

(1) Shall have one rate of 'fire, 'full auto*-

mtcinorer not o4incase- the% number of% p -W.art rtecom-
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exc~eed 700 rounds per minute in order teo achieve good dis

tribution,-.observationi of strike, and to. conserve ammunition.

(3) Single shots, possible by pulling and

releasing the trigger, are desirable.

f. Dispersion:--Shall not exceed 4- mils up to

and including 500 -yards range when rigidly mounted and fired

in 20-round bursts.

g. Safety:-

(1) There. shall be, positive and adequate

saf ety arrangements to include definite locking of the trig-

ger in the "no fire" position.

(2) The gtui shall not be able to fire if the

bolt is not fully locked, if the receiver is not correctly

locked to the barrel jacket, if the various covers in the re-

ceiver are not closed, or if the quick release barrel is not

properly positioned.

(3) It'is desirable -that no- recoiling parts

be'located outside of the gun-casing.

(4) Fumes shall not be able to pass from

themuzle r ay prt n harre-l into the fig-ht-ing corn-w
partment
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i.Interohange'abilityt--Interchangeabililty of

parts with the n ew lightweight all-purpose machine gun,. cali-

ber .. 30, is a desirable, but not a Limiting, factor.

2. FUNCTIONING.--

a. General:--m a

(i) Shall function reliably whether upright

or on either side and at angles of elevation between -45 and

/90 degrees to permit installation in special mounts and use

as an emergency, anti-aircraft weapon.

(2) Shall be designed to function within th

extremes of ambiqnt temperature prescri-bed by the Avar Departmet

b. Adjustments:--No adjustments affecti-ng: funo-

tioning shall be required, or, if initial adjustments 'are es-

sential, such adjustments shall be simple and retained even

during extended firing. This characteristic is expr'essly ap-

plicable to headspace and timing.

c. Method of operation:--

(1) Consideration should be given to short

recoil, gas assisted if necessary, to permit minimum mounting

same axis in order to reduce vibration and to decrease disper
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()It is 'desired that the breechblock strok

be as short as practicable to conserve space and to' take 'ad-

vantage of -the new, -shortened cartri'dge, T-65.

(4) It is desirable that a means be incorpor

ated for accelerating the movement of the breechblock and, at

the same time, 'retarding the recoil of the -barrel.

(5) Consideration should be given t-o a meas

for eliminating cook-offs-- open-bolt type of opet'ation is

acceptable as a method of accomplishing this.

(6) It is desired that -the breech remain ope

at the end of a belt to f acilitate changing belts, if this

can be accomplished without unduly increasing the complexity

of the weapon.

di. Cocking nzd firing:--O

(1) It is desirable 'that the gun be capable

of being cocked, by repositioning components, fro'm either side

in order to make possible right or left-hand mounting.

(2) The gun shall be capable of being fitte

with a -remote control attachment or a solenoid.

e. Method of feeding:--0

(l) Shall pernmmt greatest possible flexibilt

of mounting and employment.

(2) Normal f eed 'sh oul d be by disintegrating

link belt front bulk containers, preferably located above the



gun 'in order to utilize gravity feed.

(3) Emergency -feed T6hould. bbe by, disintegrat-

ing link belt, 250-round capacity, from normal ground ammuni-

tion boxes, positioned by an ammuni-tion. tray attached to the

mount.

(4) .Alternate f eed, convertible by changing

feed mechanism, in the form of l00-41ound drum for anti-aircraf

u se, shoul1d be considered.

(5) Althoug-h belt 'feed is cited throughout,

consideration should be given to any method 'of feeding that

will-provide an uninterrupted flow of cartridges to a remotely

mounted and/or fired machine gun.

f. Ejection:--M

()It is desired that normal ejection be

downwiard through'-bottom of the receiver.

(2) Shall be capable of throwing empty case

clear of ejection opening.,e

(3) Empty cases shall be substantially out

of the ejection port before the bolt engages a live round.

(4) When gun is on its side, empty cases

shall have just enough energy to clear the receiver and a' live

round shall not be able to roll back and obstruct breech..

g.Extraction:-- 4

(1) There shall be slow extraction --- the



prioP' to lock disengagement in order to avoid rubtured cases.

(2) Consideration should b'e given -to a chame

design that will facilitate extraction without 'interfering

with the seating of the cartridge.

(3) Normall1y, there shall be no necessity t

lubricate cartridge cases.

h. Lubricants:*--.Shall not require special lubri

cants in order to- (simplify supply.o

3. ACCESSIBILITY AND. STRIPPING.--O

a.Strippin&--Shall bij possibl-e to carry out

complete stripping of the gun when mounted in the vehicle -with

out using tools and in a minimum of time, to include removalor

(i) The receiver from the barrel jacket.

(2) The buffer group'from the rear face of

the receiver when latter is opened downward pr -removed.

(3) The breechblock as unit when the gun is

qocked kby opening thie rear face of the receiver) in order to

Permit replacement and -cleaning. of the unit, and testing o-f

sight's.

(4) The f eed mechanism as a unit or the dove

with feed mechanism attached-as an entity.

b. Incor-rect Assembly and Adjustments:-.-Des.ign

shall preclude incorrect adjustments as well incorrect assemby

c. Field replacement:*--Farts requiring. field re



disassembly. Ease of maintenance and unit replacement. shall

be sought.

d. Quick ba rrel change:--Barrel change from -the

breech shall be possible without dismounting the gun and with

minimum delay so that barrel repilacement, cleaning,. and. ex-

traction of ruptured and/or jammea cases can be accomplished

easily and -without re-testing the sights.- consideration

should be giv en to the inclusion of a non-conductive handle

for the barr el.

e. Loading and unloading: -- Feed mechanism and

feed mouth shall be readily accessible in order to load, un-

load, and clear stoppages in a minimum of time and with a

minimum of difficulitY.

f. Fastenings:--All locking or fastening devic-es

shall be certain in action and shall be simple to operate.

g. Versatility:--All external devices, except the

rear face of the receiver shall be designed to furthe-r accessi-

bility- and all locks or levers operating those items -shall be

located on top of the -weapon or shall be, capable of installa-0

tionor pertiobyrepsitonig, nor from either side of
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()Length and weight shall' be consistent'

with' other design requirements so as to provide, in order' of'

priority,-the following:

(a) Accuracy prescribed: l- mil1S maximu

dispersion-up to 500 yards when rigi'dly mounted ahad fired in:

20-round bursts.

(b) Functional reliability. in order to

attain positive f eeding, smoothness of operation.

*(c) Endurance required:

1. Retention of accuracy life up t

2000 rounds minimum when fired i

approximately 20-round-bursts.a

the rate of 60 rounds per minut

in order to permit normal firin

with a minimum number of barrel

changes.

2. Retention of accuracy life when

fired at full cyclic rate for 2

- sec-onds minimum in order top pEr

features.
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(s) Replacement, of thd.barrel by pne man'

* shall be geccomplished from the breech without removal of com-

ponent parts and in the minimum 'amount of time in order to per

mit rotation' of barrels before the above limitt'ng points are

excoeeded.'

(4) Consideration should be given to the de

sign of the breech end of the barrel and the chamber so as to

* mitigate the problem of headspace adjustment and to insure

uniform seating of the cartridge.

b. Barrel -jacket:--

(1) Shall insure maximum stability and mini

MUM vibration f or the recoiling' barrel in or der' to promote th

required degree of accuracy.

(2) Shall house a gas; booster or trap in

order- to help recoil by increased gas pressure' impinging upon

the muzzle end of the barrel, 'if such an assist is required.

(53) Shall assist cool .ing in order to obtain

-maximum barrel life.

(4) Sha--ll, if necessary, b-e dpsigned to

facilitate quick barrel change and, as well, proper and con-

tinued positioning of the inserted barrel.

c.* Feed mehanism:.--O

(1.)* Shall1 permit greatest possible variatio

of f eed p osi tions to guns in special mount s in or der to meet



(2) Shall be changeable from left to right

as desired by reversing components within th-e weapon in order

to permit 'Inter chang ing. weapons within a vehicle.

(3) Shall permit gun firing while lying oni'

either of its sides with-the belt entering from -either the

upper or lower side of the f eed mouth so as t'o permit u-se of

multi-gun mountings- in awkward position-s.

(4) Shall permit firing at 90 degre-es eleva

tion to allow emergency use as an anti-aircraft weapon.

()Shall be easily and quickly adaptable.t

a pneumatic or similar type charging device If. so- mounted tha

that operation cdannot be performed manually.

(6) Shall be capable of utilizing some type

of belt pull assi-st, such as gravity, spring, or power.

(7) Shall have positive action with suffici

ent reserve power to cope with long' ammunition. belts or acci-

dental obstruoticinse

(8) Consideration should be given to incorpoa
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(.10) Design shall prohibit improper adjust-

ment as well as maladjustment resulti1ng from' sustained f iring

must seek minimum -sensitivity to small variations in the size

of belts and 'in the positioning of cartridges.

d. Breechblock:--w

(1) Shall be heavy enough to supply, in con

junction with the velocity 'of recoil, the operating, -momentuma

required in a positive action belt-fed machine gun.

(2) If possible, the -breechblock shall be

heavier than the barrel so that it will start- recoil slowly

(thereby providing slowvi extraction); so that it will1 lose

momentum more slowly (thus insuring complete action); and so

that it will. be less sensitive to friction, it shall not be

so heavy that the frame cannot withstand the increased impact

e. Driving -SpriELI:--m

()It is de'sired that it be located, directl

behind the breechblock 'in order to act directly along the axis

of r'ecoil.-

(39) Shall be apabtI leP of an r1tiig euie
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(4) It is desirable that it no 1ide h

removal of the rear face 'of the receiver.

f.Barrel return spring:--Sha1l have sufficient

power to return the barrel to the forward position without re

course to the driving spring in order to relieve theload on,

the latter.

g. Extractor:--It is desired that it- be located

in the front face of the breechblock so as to engage two sides

of the case rim and so thiat it can hold the case until the

ejector positively operates.

h. Ejector:--It is dsrdtait 'be hinged an

located so as to strike the side' of the case near the rear. En

in order to procure adequate leverage to 'loosen the case from

the extractor.

i. Receiver:-

(i) Shall be rugged in order to protect and

guide the recoiling parts, to withstand their impact and the

affect of friction and camming action.

(2) Shall provi-de steady support for and

ready 'access to the feed mechanism for cleaning and/or re-

* placement and in order to load, unload, and clear stoppages.i

(3) It is desi~red that it be capable of re-

moval as a unit from the barrel jacket for repair and cleaning

purposes.



j. Rear face of the receiver:-

(1) it is desi red that-it house the buffer

group.-

(2) Shall be capable of removal or of open-

ing down-ward in order to expos'e the buffer group and to .permit

withdrawal of the breecliblock.

k. Buffer group;--O

()Shall be constructed so as to return the

breechblock to the forward position after the initial round

has been fir'ed ahd upon completion of the rearward movement

without resort to the driving spring.

(2)- Shall not requilre -adjustment, -but,, if

such adjustment is necessary, it shall be si mple and shall1

be retained during sustained firing.

(3) Consideration should be given to a Vqr-:

tical type to conserve space.

(4) Shall be readily detachable from the rear

face of the re-ceiverr for purpos-es of replacement.

1. Trigger_ group:--
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(3) Shall be adaptable, to a solenoid.

(4) 'It is desired that 'its location should

facilitate, the removal or.opening of the rear face of the re-

ceiver *and afford, protection, against- bending.

m. B oIt:-

V 1) Consi deratibn should be given to a rotar

or horizontal type, locked symmetrically about its long-axis b

vertical lugs, in order to distribute, weight along axis of'

rcol, oreuesize of the receiver,. and-to insure uniform

seating of the cart-ridge.

(2) Shall be an -alternate feed, type.

5a METHOD OF MOUNTING.-

a. Coaxial- in turret:,-

(1) Mount shall permit ready access to,, as.

well-as provide sufficient clearance for the operation or move

ment of., the:

(a) Feed mechanism (and feed mouth) in

order to allow loading, unloading, clearing of stoppages, and

replacement 'of the f eed group.
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(2) The mount shall so support, the gun asto

(a) Eliminate vibration.

(b) 'Allow simple,- quick, and accurate

adjustment in elevation and deflection of the gun with the

vehicular sight in order to bring the machine gun into coinf-

cidence -with the main-armament at ranges from 200- yards to

1500 yard-s.

(c) Permit quiek- removal of the receive

and/or the entire gun.*

(d) Eliminate as completely as possible

muzzle whip.

(s) The mount shall permit' the mu-zzle topo

trude 'through. the mantlet, or, at least, into the mantlet

(4) All locking devices and adjusting ele-

ments shall be positive in action and simple to operate.

(5) The mount shall provide for the. instaa-

tion of the caliber .30 or the anti-aircraft machine gun with

a mnI i n ium of difficulty.
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b. Remote control:--M

()Shall be capable of installation and use

in blisters outside of the turret and/or fender- mounts coaxial

with primary weapon.

(2) Shall be,-capable of -adjustment in eleva-w

tion and deflection.

c. Anti-air craft:-Shall be capable of installa-

tion and use a's an anti-aircraft machine gun wvith minimum of

di f fi cuilty.

6. AMMUNITION.-

a. Shall use -proposed., shortened caliber .30.

cartridge, T-65, in-order to simlify supply.,

b. Typs-

()Armor-piercing which must be eff ective

against unarmored vehicles at 1000 yards.-

(2) Tracer, dim-igniting, which- ignites at

approximately 200 yards and burns out at approximately 1500

yards.

'3) Incendiary, which wiill be capabl e of

igniting fuels, rubber, d'iffle under favorable weather condi-

tions at ranges of 1006 yards.

c. Trajectories of all types of ammunition shall

coincide -as nearly, as possible and must intersect at 1000 yards.



d. ?resent standards of case elasticity shall b

retained and,' if possible, shall be improvpd upon.4

e. Consideration should- be given to one cart-w

ridge, AP-T-i, or combinations sucfr as'AP-1l, AP-T, or T I, '

which are the most feasible for belt-fed weapons due to normal

inability to predicate loading upon tactical requirements or t

change b elt s. 6uch aL cartridge or such combinations shall no

result it the. sacrific-e of eff-ect requirements cited above in

paragraph 6 a.

7. AMMUNITION BELTS.--ME

a.Shgll be disintegrating -link, close pitch,,

easily attachable.'

b. Links. shall lie near the' center of gravity o

the cartridge to obtain balance and so that rounds will lie

flat.

8. ACCESSORIES.--

a. Fittings shall be provided for. the rear flace

of the recei ver to suit various. types of mountings.-

b. Cns i dePraion shuld be g l'hRiven tho a thermostat

(2) Receiver cover.

k3) Expendable muzzle covers.
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dt.Sp ares:-

1I Sub-assemblies only-- no l1opse parts.

(2) Bteechblock assembled com-pI'e te.

(3) Feed mechanism with feed pawis assemble

complete, or receiver covler and feed group -complete.,

(4) Two (2) barrels With covers.-

()Muzzle attachments.

(6) Return spring and guide.

k7) Buf f er group complete.

(8) Spare parts box for items 2, 3,9 5, 6, ad7

e. Tools:--@M

()Carbon-removing tool.

(2) Combination wrench.

k.3) Appropriate gages.

4)Jammed case extractor.

(5) Barrel -extracting tool to assist changin

and holding hot barrels, if- required.

(6) Cleaning rod, double pull through type.

f. Empty brass and link container (s).
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